Residencial
Itaim
b720 Arquitetos Brasil
Saõ Paulo
2012-

Apartment tower of 123 small-format units -approximately 30m2- on a 80m
tower in the area of Faria Lima, São Paulo.
The project is approached from the perspective of maximizing the two main
directions of vision from each apartment, while responding to the clients requirement to generate an equivalent terrace for each unit.
Social spaces -free computation of floor areas- are arranged in an intermediate
floor providing its distinct identity and dividing the tower in two parts.
The ventilated ceramic façade was chosen due to its excellent mechanical and
aesthetic characteristics. The use of large-format elements, which are arranged
in three different angles, and 7 different colours, together with the incidental
daylight creates a constant movement on the skin. This is a new material in
Brazil of unusual use for the standards of the country.

z Position:
Managing Director
z Type:
Long stay residence
z Total built area:
11.910 sqm
z Client:
Brookfield Incorporações
z Project schedule:
13 months
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Residencial
Sage
b720 Arquitetos Brasil

Housing building of 45 units of 3 and 4 bedrooms in the area of Vila Madalena,
São Paulo.

Saõ Paulo

The final of multiple proposals pretends to minimize the impact of a large con-

2011-

of the current constructions, through the mechanism of defragmentation of its

structed volume that is clearly in confrontation with the existing local small scale
pieces in plan.
Large concrete walls evoke the historic lines of the previous plots and separate
the facades, composed by terracotta tiles and coloured concrete.
The lower levels locate the car park, common facilities and open spaces such as
pool and garden, amongst others.

z Position:
Managing Director
z Type:
Residential
z Total built area:
11.720 sqm
z Client:
Idea Zarvos
z Project schedule:
1 year and 10 months
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Comercial
Paulistania
b720 Arquitetos Brasil
São Paulo
2011-

Project for a multi-office building in Sao Paulo, 25m high and four floors with
mezzanine on an irregular plot in the neighbourhood of Vila Madalena, Sao
Paulo.
The proposal, located in a rapidly changing urban area, maximizes the flexibility
for different settings on a site whose access is required on the side of a smaller
façade.
It’s formal configuration seeks a preferred orientation for open vision to the
street opposite to the access, achieved by a large, sun protected glass façade,
while closing the sides, anticipating future new neighbouring buildings.

z Position:
Managing Director
z Type:
Office building
z Total built area:
6.654 sqm
z Client:
Idea Zarvos
z Project schedule:
6 months
z Contractor:
Yazbeck
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Retrofit
Sinfonic
b720 Arquitetos Brasil
Campinas SP
2011-

The goal was to create a recognizable corporate building in an environment with
buildings of traditional image. The project, later expanded, only included the
creation of a new skin for a project in planning approval process. The proposal
gives the building a veil that in an elegant and abstract way, will unify the vision
of the tower.
The whole building is wrapped in a second skin of golden perforated aluzinc
sheets separated an average of 80 cm from the siding and supported by a
metal structure fixed to the interior façade.
The operation, aesthetics notwithstanding, improves the energy performance of
the building, allowing efficient control of heat gains from solar radiation while
allowing a high degree of vision from the inside, optimised by occasional openings strategically located in the skin,while also concealing the external air conditioning units.

z Position:
Managing Director
z Type:
Office building
z Total built area:
8.500 sqm
z Client:
Brookfield Incorporações
z Project schedule:
8 months
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Cais
Maua
b720 Arquitetos Brasil
+ Jaime Lerner
Porto Alegre RS
2010-

z Position:
Managing Director
z Type:
Mixed Use
z Total built area:
Building 244.286 sqm
Public Space 80.074 sqm
z Client:
Concessionary
Cais maua do Brasil
z Budget:
198.000.000 euros
z Project schedule:
1 year and 5 months
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The transformation of the waterfront of Porto Alegre (Brazil) has three main objectives: to restore the direct and human relation between the Guaiba river and the
city, to renovate the heritage and the collective memory, and to create a new urban
landmark.
The tragic episode of the flooding of the city when the river Guaiba overflowed in
1941 required the construction of a three-metre-high retaining wall located parallel
to the riverbank which still separates the river and the city nowadays. The project
responds to the challenge of giving solutions to the physical, visual and psychological
barriers of the wall, the highway and the railway without getting rid of them.

Cais
Maua
b720 Arquitetos Brasil
+ Jaime Lerner
Porto Alegre RS
2010-

z Position:
Managing Director
z Type:
Mixed Use
z Total built area:
Building 244.286 sqm
Public Space 80.074 sqm
z Client:
Concessionary
Cais maua do Brasil
z Budget:
198.000.000 euros
z Project schedule:
1 year and 5 months
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The project is articulated in three well-differentiated sectors:
Central Area or Warehouse Sector. The platforms built in 1920 are restored in order
to give them public and private use. The powerful image of the sloping covers of
the port platforms is regularly repeated for more than one kilometre over the wharf,
being part of the identity heritage of the city. The project recovers its former volumetry by demolishing the added buildings between the platforms and restoring the
remaining warehouses.
Gasometer Sector. Structurally, it benefits from the existing smooth topography in
order to link Brigadeiro Sampaio square, burying underground part of the Joao Goulart avenue and linking the city through a green area that finishes as a terrace over
the river. Its smooth outline represents the current irregular edge in the area. At the
same time it restores the existing dock-preventing water from pouring almost literally
into the new shopping centre
Docks Sector. The area will house a conference centre, offices, retail premises and
a hotel consisting of several high buildings. As for its shape, it presents the typical
design of the angular shape of the existing docks, responding to an analysed balance
of the appropriate orientations regarding solar protection and the main views.

New
Urban
Area
b720 Arquitetos Brasil
Brasilia
2011-

z Position:
Managing Director
z Type:
Urban development
z Total area:
350 ha
z Client:
Brookfield Incorporações
z Project schedule:
current
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The proposal aims to establish the concept for the development of a new urban area
located in the northern part of the administrative region of Vicente Pires, along with
one of the main access roads to the “Pilot Plan”, the administrative and residential
centre of Brasilia and original sector of the project designed by Lucio Costa in 1960,
concerning the architecture and urbanism of the modern movement.
The conceptual approach envisages that local and regional level by establishing the
fundamental vocation of identity through the urban differentials, with particular emphasis on the criteria of urban structure, social cohesion and sustainability.
The main characteristics of the organization are its commitment to the recovery of
the public space quality, urban densification, optimization of roads for public and
private transport, and social diversity of uses, approaches incorporating bioclimatic
architecture and efficient management of resources.
The ultimate goal is the retrieval and review of the foundational values of Brasilia in
a manner adapted to the new social, economic and environmental.

New
Encants
Market
b720 Arquitectos
Barcelona
2009-2013

Concept
The projects main objective was to maintain the open nature of the current outdoor market Els Encants. Delimited size of the new ground (8.000 sqm) was a
great constrain, as the existing commercial programme was more than double
that area. The proposal intends to avoid building multiple floors thus rejecting
the model of a commercial centre.
The canopy almost 25 m high is a prominent landmark and protect shopkeepers and users from the sunlight. The building has two underground
levels. The first one is for the logistic needs of the market, and the second one
houses a public carpark for the users.

z Position:
Senior Project Manager
z Type:
Public shopping center
z Total built area:
40.000 sqms
z Client:
Barcelona City Council
z Budget:
52.659.814 €
z Project schedule:
9 months
z Construction schedule:
2 years and 6 months
z Contractor:
Dragados (phase 1)
OHL (phase 2)
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New
Encants
Market
b720 Arquitectos
Barcelona
2009-2013

Commercial Area
A continuous commercial area was designed with slightly inclined planes intertwining and generating an endless loop which links stalls and small shops.
The building comprises a series of pre-stressed hollow-cored concrete slabs
that works as a platform at various levels as a continuous surface suitable for all
commercial activities.
By bending the platform, the different levels of the site perimeter are reconciled,
understanding the market as a continuity of the streets. To reinforce the character of an informal market on a public space, the pavement, handrails, lighting
and furniture were designed specifically for this project, although based on the
common elements usually placed on the streets and squares of Barcelona.

z Position:
Senior Project Manager
z Type:
Public shopping center
z Total built area:
40.000 sqms
z Client:
Barcelona City Council
z Budget:
52.659.814 €
z Project schedule:
9 months
z Construction schedule:
2 years and 6 months
z Contractor:
Dragados (phase 1)
OHL (phase 2)
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New
Encants
Market
b720 Arquitectos
Barcelona
2009-2013

The canopy
The design of the canopy reflectsf the city in many ways into the market. Each
modular structure will have different inclinations to reflect light, atmosphere and
landscape.
30 cylindrical steel columns hold the 8.000 sqm roof at 25 metres high. Composed of trusses of different lengths and depths to accommodated the planned
triangular shape.
The metal structure of the roof is clad by zinc coated steel sheets on its upper
side and polished gold finished stainless steel panels on its lower side.
To achieve a correct roof and ceiling assembly the work was carried out at floor
level and raised afterwards using a hydraulic jack system.

z Position:
Senior Project Manager
z Type:
Public shopping center
z Total built area:
40.000 sqms
z Client:
Barcelona City Council
z Budget:
52.659.814 €
z Project schedule:
9 months
z Construction schedule:
2 years and 6 months
z Contractor:
Dragados (phase 1)
OHL (phase 2)
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New
Encants
Market
b720 Arquitectos

Industrial Design
The very tight timetable defined by the contract required the design of
prefabricated stalls and shops in order to diminish on-site activities and
accelerate the construction phase and project start up.

Barcelona

Careful attention to details and materials of all the components was done in

2009-2013

order to comply with a very rigorous specification for operation, durability and
maintenance.
The high volume of units to be built and their main role on the everyday life of
the shopkeepers deserved an require accurate design that ensures easy, safe
and comfortable manual function. The units were all manufactured using durable materials requiring low maintenance in the long term.

z Position:
Senior Project Manager
z Type:
Public shopping center
z Total built area:
40.000 sqms
z Client:
Barcelona City Council
z Budget:
52.659.814 €
z Project schedule:
9 months
z Construction schedule:
2 years and 6 months
z Contractor:
Dragados (phase 1)
OHL (phase 2)
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City of
Justice
b720 Arquitectos

Concept
An architectural development of 240.000 m2 within a relatively small area located on a part of the city lacking a clear urban model was accomplished thanks

+ David Chipperfield

to a programme fragmented into nine different prismatic blocks. Each of them

Barcelona

avoiding a rigid orthogonal order, giving a spatial composition that attempts to

2003-2009

has a different colour and size arranged with some compositional freedom and
break the rigid and monolithic image of Justice.
This proposal also attempts to provide equilibrium to the relationships between
the different working areas, public, and landscape.

z Position:
Project Manager
z Type:
Judiciary public facilities,
private office buildings and
social housing.
z Total built area:
232.369 sqms
z Client:
Regional Government of
Catalonia
z Budget:
255.268.611 €
z Project schedule:
2 years
z Construction schedule:
3 years and 10 months
z Contractor:
Joint Venture (FCC, Ferrovial,
OHL, Compsa, Emte).
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City of
Justice
b720 Arquitectos
+ David Chipperfield
Barcelona
2003-2009

z Position:
Project Manager
z Type:
Judiciary public facilities,
private office buildings and
social housing.
z Total built area:
232.369 sqms
z Client:
Regional Government of
Catalonia
z Budget:
255.268.611 €
z Project schedule:
2 years
z Construction schedule:
3 years and 10 months
z Contractor:
Joint Venture (FCC, Ferrovial,
OHL, Compsa, Emte).
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Landscape
Among the buildings, a large public open space links the two main streets which
lead inside the complex. A pavement made of basalt cobbles laid on regular
stripes cover all the area, including the carpark underneath. Pits of 1,5m deep
contain the needed soil for tree planting that are spread all over the public
space. Furniture, tree grills, lighting, handrails and signage where specially designed according to the overall concept of the project.

City of
Justice

Façade
The façade was conceived as a single architectural element: a resistant dia-

b720 Arquitectos

phragm of constant thickness, composed of a grid of elements of reinforced

+ David Chipperfield

concrete and openings of identical size. The narrowness and depth of the gaps

Barcelona

side. The recessed concealed position of the window frames reduces the ex-

2003-2009

afford protection at the same time as they maintain visual amplitude from inpression of the façade to two materials: concrete and glass.
After carrying out tests and producing samples, it was decided that the pigmentation of the paste was the process most appropriate to the circumstances of
this work and to the expression of solidity and restraint that we were seeking
for the façade.
The colours selected, were compatible with the use of grey cement and the
materials available on the building site.

z Position:
Project Manager
z Type:
Judiciary public facilities,
private office buildings and
social housing.
z Total built area:
232.369 sqms
z Client:
Regional Government of
Catalonia
z Budget:
255.268.611 €
z Project schedule:
2 years
z Construction schedule:
3 years and 10 months
z Contractor:
Joint Venture (FCC, Ferrovial,
OHL, Compsa, Emte).
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The specification was for a self-compacting concrete. This material is distinctive
because of its use of additives, which are capable of great fluidity and able to be
passed on to the mass without losing the cohesion of its components. In this way
it is possible to fill the moulds by gravity, without the need for additional vibrating.
By means of the combined concreting of pillars and beams, storey sections of
height and length reaching 18m were produced . In this way, it was possible to
erect sections of the façade seamlessly between the various applications.
A limited proportion of pigment well below saturation point, was sufficient to
achieve a noticeable difference in colour. It was decided to use soluble bags of
colour, so new vats were used for each individual coloured concrete mix.
Steel plates moulds were used, allowing the number of applications to be increased.
The scale and uniformity of the façade enabled the development of a singular mould.

City of
Justice

Atrium Interiors
Four of the nine buildings housing judicial premises are linked up by shared

b720 Arquitectos

continuous atrium. It boasts four floor levels and acts as an public corridor

+ David Chipperfield

leading to the courtrooms. It also access to the restricted judicial departments

Barcelona

The atrium has an airy open plan with one metre deep white exposed concrete

2003-2009

upstairs.
slabs and woven stainless steel mesh shading screens in front of frameless
glazing.
The staircases were finished in black metal sheeting ,reinforcing its sculptural
character in contrast with the surrounding expansive white space.

z Position:
Project Manager
z Type:
Judiciary public facilities,
private office buildings and
social housing.
z Total built area:
232.369 sqms
z Client:
Regional Government of
Catalonia
z Budget:
255.268.611 €
z Project schedule:
2 years
z Construction schedule:
3 years and 10 months
z Contractor:
Joint Venture (FCC, Ferrovial,
OHL, Compsa, Emte).
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City of
Justice

Buildings Interiors
Due to the scale of the project, great care was taken to simplify detailing of

b720 Arquitectos

the interiors. In order to follow the façade grid, all the interior components like

+ David Chipperfield

technical floors, ceilings and partitions were chosen, designed and laid out with

Barcelona
2003-2009

a module base of 60 cm. The anodized aluminium profiles of the framing are
protected by the concrete wall, making maximum use of the glazed area.
Specific furniture design and signage, with strong needs for durability and maintenance, was into the scope of the job, to give a coherent and comfortable
environment both to the public and to the restricted areas.

z Position:
Project Manager
z Type:
Judiciary public facilities,
private office buildings and
social housing.
z Total built area:
232.369 sqms
z Client:
Regional Government of
Catalonia
z Budget:
255.268.611 €
z Project schedule:
2 years
z Construction schedule:
3 years and 10 months
z Contractor:
Joint Venture (FCC, Ferrovial,
OHL, Compsa, Emte).
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Torre
Agbar
b720 Arquitectos
+ Jean Nouvel
Barcelona
2002-2005

z Position:
Office consultant
z Type:
Built to suit office building
z Total built area:
50.906 sqms
z Client:
Layetana Inmuebles, S.L.
z Budget:
87.000.000 €
z Project schedule:
1 years
z Construction schedule:
2 years
z Contractor:
Dragados
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The Agbar tower is a 35-story and 142 m high“small skyscraper. The structure of the
building is supported by an interior core and an exterior perimeter, both load-bearing. This arrangement allows floors to be free of structural columns. It is constructed
by means of two oval concrete cylinders, which support a system of metallic beams.
This system, in turn, supports a composite layer of metal and concrete deck. The
exterior wall seems to be “pixelated” according to a mesh of almost square modules.
The façade shows modules of aluminium corrugated plate lacquered in 25 colours.
This coating protects a rockwool fixed to the exterior face of the wall and provides
the shaft of the building with a backing, which gradually changes colour. All the
building is wrapped in a second skin of laminated glass slats with different degrees
of transparency, which blur the coloured façade behind, and behave as a vibrant veil
shrouding the tower. The slats are treated and tilted depending on their location and
according with the alignment of the sun.

Veles e
Vents
b720 Arquitectos
+ David Chipperfield
Valencia
2005-2007

z Position:
Office consultant
z Type:
Spots facilities and landscape
z Total built area:
Building 10.500 sqm
Landscape 55.500 sqm
Carpark 20.000 sqm
z Client:
Consorcio Copa America
Valencia 2007.
z Budget:
35.186.400 €
z Project schedule:
6 months
z Construction schedule:
1 year and 6 months
z Contractor:
Dragados
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The Edificio Veles e Vents provides a central base for all America’s Cup teams and
sponsors as well as being a venue for the public to view the cup races and connects
directly to a new park built above a car parking. The building consists of four rectangular platforms placed one over another. They slightly project above each other
creating shadows and uninterrupted views. The platforms lean on four structural
supports. Two of them are arranged vertically and the remaining two are slightly
sloped. Their spans measure 30 meters between the supports and their projections
reach 12 meters. The building utilises a reduced palette of materials: white painted
steel trims the edges of the concrete structure, the ceiling is of white metal panels
incorporating linear recessed lighting, the external floors solid timber decking.

Felifonte
Theme
Park
Varis Arquitectes SL
Taranto, Italy
2000-2002

Felifonte is a theme park dressed up as an archaeological site, situated in the
south of Italy in the region of La Puglia by the Ionic Sea, which reveals part of
the history of the ‘Felici’.
It seems that the Felici were afraid of losing their memory, because they knew
that if they did, they might disappear. They therefore kept the essential secrets
of life in great gold-lined containers with 20 metre sides, where they would go
when they wanted to remember something or were preparing a new adventure
and didn’t want to make the same mistake twice.
They buried these containers around Felifonte Palace, a place where a small
trickle of each Mediterranean river flowed; whoever drank of this mixture would
never lose his origins.
This is a constructed story, a return to childhood, a great lie made out of small
truths. In Felifonte it is possible to discover the vestiges of a culture that lives on
today in the imagination of some of us.

z Position:
Project Director
z Type:
Theme Park
z Total built area:
Buildings: 41.000 sqm
Landscape: 362.000 sqm
z Client:
Nuova Concordia
z Project schedule:
2 years
z Construction schedule:
2 years
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David L.
Convention
Center
Rafael Viñoly
Architects PC
Pittsburgh PA
1999-2001

z Position:
Project Architect
z Type:
Convention Center
z Total built area:
140.000 sqm
z Client:
Sports & Exhibition Authority
of Pittsburgh and Allegheny
River
z Project schedule:
18 months
z Construction schedule:
3 years
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The suspension roof of this 1.45 million -square -foot (134,850 -square - meter)

Extending downtown Pittburgh’s civic realm above and through the building, the

convention center integrates the contextual, environmental, structural, and pro-

new center provides both a public roof terrace with panoramic views of down-

grammatic requirements of the project into a single sweeping gesture. Its iconic

town and the Allegheny River, and a ground level pedestrian connection under

design takes inspiration from the historic suspension bridges that span the Alle-

the building and through a 500 -foot (152.5-meter) water feature that leads to

gheny River adjacent to the riverfront site, and provides the latest chapter in Pitts-

the riverfront park.

burgh’s long history of engineering and technological innovations. This unique

It was the first LEED-certified convention center in North America and one of the

steel cable structure made possible a naturally lit and column - free 250,00

first in the world.

-square -foot (23,236 -square -meter) exhibition hall.

Mc Cullough Mulvin
Architects
Ireland
1995-1998

Ussher Library, Trinity College Dublin

Dun Laoghaire Rathdown County Hall

New Siena Monastery, Droheda

The new Ussher Library in Trinity College is a landmark building for Dublin. The

The open competition for the new County Hall was initiated in 1994 on a corner

One of the few purpose-built monasteries to be developed in Ireland in re-

project - initiated as an international architectural competition design collabora-

site behind the Victorian Town Hall and Post Office and beside the old Harbour-

cent years was designed by McCullough Mulvin Architects for the enclosed

tion with KMD Architecture- provides 750 undergraduate reader places and

master’s House in Dun Laoghaire. The completed project provides 8500m2 of

Dominican sisters of St Catherine of Siena on an elevated greenfield site on the

space for 350,00 volumes in a state-of-the-art library building with exposed

office accommodation in three blocks laid out in a courtyard plan behind the old

outskirts of Drogheda.

boardmarked concrete and granite finishes.

Town Hall with a top-lit central room - the concourse - at its heart.

The nuns had been in Drogheda since the early 18th century, occupying a neo-

The concept establishes three prismatic sculptural blocks on a podium set

classical building overlooking the Boyne. There were the usual problems with

North-South across the site; the two longer blocks are connected by an atrium.

dry rot and general maintenance, so in the end they decided to commission a

The taller is closed and stone-clad and dedicated to book storage (a tower of

new monastery.

books), the other, lower, more dynamically shaped in stone and glass- contains

The brief called for the provision of 30 “cells”, a chapel, infirmary and retreat

reading rooms with views over College Park; the third block is for a Book Con-

block, kitchen and refectory - all defined uses to support a defined way of life,

servation Laboratory.

with established routes between cell and chapel at regulated hours of the day
and night.

z Position:
Design Architect
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